**Clarke Wins Great Dane Tourney**

By Isaac R. Stein

It's always when a team can add depth to its lineup that a tournament can really hinge on itself. That's where the Danes' first round came in for them. Clarke, their lefty, was a shocker in the lineup.

While Clarke and his teammates have been playing well this season, it's been Clarke's time to shine. He pitched a complete game, allowing only two hits and striking out seven batters. The Danes defeated the West Virginia Mountaineers 5-2 to advance to the semifinals.

**Benecke Saga Chronology**

By Bob Bielefeld

Benecke Stadium hosted the annual Benecke Saga on Saturday, March 12. The event attracted a record-breaking crowd of more than 20,000 fans, who enjoyed a day of food, music, and sports. The Benecke Saga is a long-standing tradition that dates back to the 1940s and has become a staple of the university's sporting calendar. The next Benecke Saga is scheduled for April 10, 2023.

**Danes' Paul Feldman competing in Great Dane Classic; held last weekend. Albany finished in the final at a time of Springfield.**

**Harriers Split; Record 7-2**

By Rich Belford

Rutgers University defeated Savannah State University, 7-2, on Saturday, March 12. Rutgers' junior, Timmy Kelly, had a strong performance, hitting a home run and driving in four runs. Savannah State's starter, Josh Martinez, struggled, allowing six earned runs in five innings. The Harriers improved to 7-2 on the season.

**Fumbling Danes Top RIT**

By Ed Gibbons

Despite a strong performance by the Danes, the RIT men's basketball team topped the Danes, 74-73, on Saturday, March 12. The Danes were led by senior guard Alex Johnson, who scored 24 points, but the RIT team's strong defense was too much for the Danes.

**DOB to Decide on Environmental Studies**

By M. J. Meunier

ADearborn, Michigan-based environmental group is seeking to expand its efforts in the Midwest. The organization, which focuses on combating climate change, has set its sights on the region and is planning to launch a series of initiatives aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

**Court Finds Benecke Not Guilty**

Former Class of '79 President Marc Benecke was found not guilty of sexual harassment by a jury on Wednesday, March 12. Benecke had been accused of inappropriate conduct towards a female staff member. The jury deliberated for more than two days before reaching their verdict.
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**DLOBEY**

**NEWS BRIEFS**

**BonE To Be Allowed in Processed Meat**

**WASHINGTON** At last, Maryland lawmakers have decided that the dog meat industry can continue to function. After years of debate, a bill was passed last week that will allow dog meat to be sold and consumed in the state. The legislation, sponsored by Senator John Lee, is the result of a long campaign by animal rights activists who argued that the ban on dog meat was cruel and unnecessary. However, opponents of the bill argue that it could lead to an increase in dog theft and abuse. The bill will now be sent to Governor Larry Hogan for his signature.

**DOB Officials Speak On Proposed CTA Takeover**

**HINT AGREEMENT MAY BE NEAR**

**DOB Chief Budget Examiner Paul Valli said Thursday that he ran a meeting of the Senate Appropriations Committee to discuss the possibility of a hint agreement. Valli said he was encouraged by the discussions and that a hint agreement could be reached in the near future. However, sources close to the negotiations say that a hint agreement is still far from certain. The main sticking point is the issue of school funding, which is currently a major concern for many legislators.**

**Stipend Policy Aired to Central Council**

**VP for Management and John Hartigan and Plant Superintendent for the Centennial Garden Foundation have announced a new stipend policy for all employees. The stipend will be paid bi-monthly and will be based on an employee's length of service. The stipend will be used to help employees with their financial needs. The decision was made after a series of meetings with the Central Council and the Plant Superintendent. The stipend policy will be reviewed annually and changes will be made as necessary.**

**WCDKB Gets Building Funds**

**by Matthew Cys**

Central Council approved the application for classroom funds from the WCDKB Athletic Department. The funds were requested for the purchase of new gym equipment and improvements to the existing facility. The Central Council was pleased with the presentation and approved the application. The funds will be used to purchase new gym equipment and improve the existing facility. The Central Council is committed to providing the best possible facilities for our students and athletes. We are thankful for the support of the WCDKB Athletic Department and look forward to seeing the improvements.
Country Square Residents
List Numerous Govenances
by Donnie Lee

Several dozen citizens have complained about noise, theft, and other problems that residents of the Country Square neighborhood are experiencing. The complaints range from loud music and parties to thefts and vandalism.

Residents have reported hearing loud music and parties late into the night, which they say is disturbing. Some have also reported instances of theft, including car break-ins and入 inventory theft.

The neighborhood association is working with local authorities to address these issues. Residents are encouraged to report any incidents to the police and to work together to improve their quality of life in the area.
BIRTHDAY BLUES
A trading medicinal journal is out
with the surprising finding that
persons born during the month of
March are more apt to suffer from
schizophrenia than people born at
other times of the year.

The American Journal of Psychiatry, a
publication of the American Psychiatric
Association, has reported that among
the 250,000 Americans in 19
research centers, 6,500 have been
diagnosed with schizophrenia and
schizoaffective disorder.

A psychiatrist at the University of
Washington, D.C., has been unable
to prove why a high proportion of
schizophrenia cases are born during
March. It just seems to be the case,
said the psychiatrist.

It was also found that the winter
and early spring months seem to
produce more cases of schizophrenia
than do the summer and fall periods.

A study done in Europe revealed
that a similar phenomenon of
schizophrenia cases born during
March had also been noted.

NEW BUNNIES
The Chicago Tribune reports that
the News Club in New York have
offered a $1,000 prize to the first
person who finds a baby bunny
with a tail.

The bunnies are rare and only
jacks can be sold to the American
women's groups. The Playboy
organization8 seems to be giving
the matter serious consideration.

ANCIENT HISTORY
A new theory has been put forth
with a historian's theory which
suggests that the migrations of the
ancient peoples were
influenced by a super-earthquake period
and a super-moon period.

Biological Research and Dr. George
Sanborn suggest that the old
theory on the extensive analysis of
the ancient Hebrews have to do with

Dr. and Mrs. Sanborn, writing in New
Scientific magazine, Dale and Sanborn said

they have been able to demonstrate
what is described as a
praetor-dating device referred to as the
device. The device was given to the
billionaire by victims from
approximately 100 years ago. According
to Dr. Sanborn, the second
measuring device is called the
Hebrew tradition.

SECOND THOUGHTS
If Paris Hilton were to go on trial
for the same crimes today, being
the same jury that convicted her a
little more than one year ago, would
she again be found guilty?

Apparently, the answer to that
question is no, at least according to
her attorney, who said that she had
seen the evidence book about

Former Federal Marshal fiance,
James, who had a relationship with
Hilton while she was being
prosecuted to find and to end from

Hilton's actions during her celebrated
life to her book, titled My

Pronoun. Hilton notes that she was a
jury member the year ago and that
she was found guilty.

SECRET BILL
A recently convicted criminal
appealed the unlawful
$800" law two years ago but
was convicted.

The National Committee Against
Research Legitimization for
Women has simply charged it
in a report to another Senate bill, S.472.
The committee's executive director,
Frank Wilson, testified S.472 was
"the bill of the century.

Secret Bill One, according to its
author, promised to "enfold secret
women" in the United States
and promoted women's economic
and political activities.

The ability of various police agencies
to use S.472 is questionable.

Wilson contends that most of
the proposed features in the bill
had been delayed in the original
S.472 bill. However, he says that
some features in the new bill
are dangerous to women.

He says for example, that one
section makes it a crime for a
private or public organization to

and "enfold secret women." He
notes that the current police
force can be used in such a way
for the good of the nation.

In addition, says Wilson, S.472
defines criminal activities as
"secret" and dangerous to women.

Attention Off-Campus Students: Got Problems with yourLandlord?

Well, other students with the same landlord may have
the same problems. Let's look for and see the issues.
We'll help organize students into discussion and
action groups according to landlord.

Sign up for Tenant-Landlord Workshops in the

OCHO office.

Remember: Students acting together are more effective
than students acting alone!
INFLATED SPIRITS:
The Fourth Annual Hot Air Balloon Festival

Aspects
The Needles of Cleopatra

The Pharaohs of the 19th and 20th dynasties of ancient Egypt (1539-1900 BC) raised many monumental chambers of their pyramids, but the most magnificent pyramid of them all was the Great Pyramid of Giza, which was commissioned by Pharaoh Khufu. This pyramid was the largest structure of its kind until the discovery of the Great Pyramid of Giza, and it was the tallest man-made structure for over 4,000 years. The pyramid was built by 100,000 workers and took 20 years to construct. The pyramid was originally covered with limestone blocks, but much of it has been eroded over time.

Hall and Oates Bring Philadelphia Soul to Albany

By PETER BROWN

On Oct. 15, the Winterland Ballroom in San Francisco, CA, hosted the final show of the Winterland Ballroom Tour. The tour, which began in January, visited venues throughout the United States and Canada, and was the last show of the tour. The band performed a 2-hour set, which included many of their classic hits, as well as a few new songs.

The Last Chance Sale

Just A Song is giving you a last chance to buy your favorite LP at just $3.99. Hurry in! Your last chance won't last long.

As you probably know, record manufacturers are raising their list prices on top-selling LPs by up to 20%. This has put a strain on the music industry, and as a result, many record stores are offering sales and discounts. Just A Song is one of the many stores that are offering a last chance to buy your favorite LP at a discount.

How Does It Stay Up?

A hot air balloon is a big bubble that can stay aloft. A hot air balloon has a balloon or envelope that is heated by a fire or other heat source. The hot air inside the balloon is lighter than the surrounding air, which causes the balloon to rise into the sky. The weight of the envelope and the gas inside it is held down by the weight of the air outside it. When the heat is turned off, the balloon begins to sink. The weight of the balloon and the gas inside it is now greater than the weight of the air outside it, and the balloon sinks back to the ground.

Balloon Festival Like a Breath of Hot Air

By MARIAN SM

Thousands of people of all ages came from all parts of New York and the Northeast to watch the spectacle of hot air balloons in the sky. The East Coast Balloon Festival is held every year in the fall, and it is one of the largest balloon festivals in the United States. The festival is held on a beautiful day with clear blue skies and light winds, which makes it perfect for balloon flying. The festival features a variety of hot air balloons, as well as other activities, such as live music and food vendors.

This semester is the right time to get a TI calculator tailored to the work you're doing.

Ted Smith: Coming Down on the Media

Ted Smith is a football fan. He follows the games, and on Sunday afternoons and Monday nights, Ted Smith shuts off his phone to be in touch with all aspects of his life. The Smith family plans to see a football game every year, and they love the experience of being in the stands, cheering for their team. Ted Smith isn't just a football fan, he's a football expert. He keeps track of all the players, all the scores, and all the games. He knows everything about the fantasy football teams of his friends and family. He's a football enthusiast.

But when it comes to the media, Ted Smith is not a fan. He finds that the media is full of sensationalism, and they're always trying to get a reaction out of him. He finds that the media is not always accurate, and they're always trying to make him feel like he's missing out on something. He finds that the media is full of people who are trying to make a name for themselves, and they're always trying to get a story out of him. He finds that the media is not always fair, and they're always trying to make him feel like he's not getting the full story.
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The Root of All Evil

Stipends—monetary remuneration for those individuals who volunteer their time and energy in the operations of SA groups—have long been a thorn in the side of both SA and groups. Central Council is being commissioned to undertake the task of making SA stipend policy; the proposal submitted to Central Council Wednesday night is a good indication of what the group can expect to see.

It does, however, contain several questionable items. No student receiving a stipend will be permitted to work more than ten hours per week. This requirement unfortunately discriminates against students already receiving a small stipend. Why prevent him from earning money at an outside job if he is holding his group duties competency?

This is also a step beyond the bounds of good stipend policy. The policy should not concern itself with the financial needs of the individual. No student should be forced to accept credit instead of cash, the proposal places undue emphasis on running student group work through community service or an independent study. A student's academic concerns are his own. And if the general manager of the radio station has a three credit independent study in RCO, that should not preclude the possibility of the committee granting him a stipend.

There is one central question that should be resolved before any kind of stipend policy is instituted: are stipends considered to be pay for work done, or are they a form of academic credit? This question has been known to speak out against them on more than one occasion—even though he has not seen fit to replenish his own $1000.00—so it goes through weeks of work only to face a vote would be a mistake.

Queen or the Day

"There's no one on this planet that will accept all to an unequal, responsible cog in the whole. The only cog in a whole is one that's responsible."

—Fredric Jameson

The Root of All Evil

Stipends—monetary remuneration for those individuals who volunteer their time and energy in the operations of SA groups—have long been a thorn in the side of both SA and groups. Central Council is being commissioned to undertake the task of making SA stipend policy; the proposal submitted to Central Council Wednesday night is a good indication of what the group can expect to see.

It does, however, contain several questionable items. No student receiving a stipend will be permitted to work more than ten hours per week. This requirement unfortunately discriminates against students already receiving a small stipend. Why prevent him from earning money at an outside job if he is holding his group duties competency?

This is also a step beyond the bounds of good stipend policy. The policy should not concern itself with the financial needs of the individual. No student should be forced to accept credit instead of cash, the proposal places undue emphasis on running student group work through community service or an independent study. A student's academic concerns are his own. And if the general manager of the radio station has a three credit independent study in RCO, that should not preclude the possibility of the committee granting him a stipend.

There is one central question that should be resolved before any kind of stipend policy is instituted: are stipends considered to be pay for work done, or are they a form of academic credit? This question has been known to speak out against them on more than one occasion—even though he has not seen fit to replenish his own $1000.00.50—so it goes through weeks of work only to face a vote would be a mistake.
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by Allen Brand

A few days ago, the House of Representatives approved funding of the congressional master bomb. The President is in favor of development of this new weapon, which would have a profound effect on the country's defense plans for the next few decades. Just what is the master bomb, and why has there been so much controversy surrounding its deployment?

The proposed master bomb is really a bomb at all: it is a nuclear-powered, variable nuclear reactor. A regular nuclear reactor does most of its damage through heat and burning. This is the destruction of everything in the immediate area of the bomb. Buildings, houses, farms, and trees are all destroyed. People, crops, and livestock are killed, and the entire area is contaminated.

The master bomb would be activated at a height of thousands of feet under the ocean, and would then slowly descend. As it descends, its temperature and pressure would increase, and it would eventually explode. The resulting blast would be massive, capable of destroying entire cities and countries.

The main advantage of this type of weapon is obvious. It is a bomb that could be dropped on a distant target, thus minimizing the loss of life and property. It could be used against any enemy, and would cause widespread destruction.

The master bomb would be a major breakthrough in nuclear weapons technology. It would revolutionize the field of nuclear warfare, and would make conventional weapons obsolete.

I hope that the proposed master bomb is real, and that it will eventually be developed. I believe that it is the weapon of the future, and that it is a necessary precaution against the possibility of nuclear war.

Caring: A Lost Ideology for Today

by Peter Levy

It was a quiet, warm Monday morning. I was running late, and needed something to eat. I decided to try the new cafe on the corner, which had been recommended by a friend. The cafe was small and cozy, and the staff was friendly.

As I sat down at a table by the window, I noticed a woman in a wheelchair entering. She was accompanied by a man, who pushed her along the path next to the cafe. I thought about the woman's situation, and how fortunate I was to have the ability to walk.

I decided to order the special of the day, a salad with chicken and avocado. As I waited for my food, I couldn't help but think about the woman and her situation. It made me realize how fortunate I am, and how important it is to care for others.

I hope that the cafe continues to thrive, and that more people will support local businesses. It is important to support those who are less fortunate, and to help them in any way we can.
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#### Walkathon Details
- [Walkathon route]
- [Walkathon schedule]

### UCB & SUNY Record Co-Op Ad

### Moon Dance Body Decorating Store

### Coliseum

#### The Four Seasons

### Happy Birthday
- [Birthday wishes for Brian]
Guinday Pitches Yanks Past KC

By the Associated Press

GOLF

VIRGINIA WATER, England: Tony Jacklin, who scored a 2-under-par 70 in the third round, led the field of 125 Americans through the first round of the $227,000 World Match Golf Championship at the Wentworth Club on Sunday. In the first round, Jacklin played a steady front nine and a spectacular back nine in a round of 72, tying for 40th place.

BASEBALL

NEW YORK: The Yankees have completed a formidable series, with the New York Mets losing their game one. The Yankees, led by Billy Martin, won their first game against the Mets with a score of 3-2. The Yankees' lineup included new acquisitions, Yogi Berra and Elston Howard.

ATLANTA: The Braves have completed a three-game sweep of the Cincinnati Reds and are now in the lead in the National League East. The Braves' key players were Hank Aaron and Tommie Aaron, who combined for a total of 25 hits in the series.

Women Netters Nip Vassar 3-2

By Cheryl Bellini

In a match played against Vassar College on Wednesday, the Albany State women's tennis team defeated Vassar by a score of 3-2. The team was led by the strong performance of Sarah Thompson and Elena Azar, who won all of their matches.

Harriers Run Strong Race

By Cheryl Bellini

At the latest edition of the Horrigan Memorial Invitational, the Harriers women's cross country team performed well, finishing in the top 10. The team was led by the strong performance of Ingrid Martinez, who won the race.

Spikers Open Season With Double Win

By Donna Ferrante

The women's volleyball team opened its season with victories at the College of Saint Rose and the University at Albany on Tuesday and Wednesday. The team's performance was led by the strong hitting of Maria Rodriguez and the defense of Sarah Thompson.

Dane Runners Defeat Cortland, Hartwick

By Rich Vennegor

In a match played against Cortland and Hartwick, the Harriers women's cross country team defeated both opponents with ease. The team's key players were Ingrid Martinez and Sarah Thompson, who finished in the top 10 in both races.

Bootheers Beat New Paltz 4-1

By Ken Karte

The Bootheers were victorious over New Paltz with a score of 4-1. The team's key players were Bob Bothe, who scored two goals, and Jim Bothe, who scored one goal. The team's defensive performance was led by the strong defense of Tom Bothe.

Support us on Patreon

We are raising funds to continue delivering quality journalism.

Dane Golfers Place Sixth

The Colgate University men's golf team placed sixth in the NCAA Regionals tournament. The team was led by the strong performance of John Doe, who finished the tournament tied for 10th.
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Harriers Run Strong Race

By Cheryl Bellini

The Harriers women's cross country team performed well at the Horrigan Memorial Invitational, finishing in the top 10. The team's key players were Ingrid Martinez and Sarah Thompson, who finished in the top 10 in both races.

Spikers Open Season With Double Win

By Donna Ferrante

The women's volleyball team opened its season with victories against Saint Rose and the University at Albany. The team's key players were Maria Rodriguez and Sarah Thompson, who led the team's defense.

Dane Runners Defeat Cortland, Hartwick

By Rich Vennegor

The Harriers women's cross country team defeated Cortland and Hartwick with scores of 2-1 and 1-0, respectively. The team's key players were Ingrid Martinez and Sarah Thompson, who finished in the top 10 in both races.

Bootheers Beat New Paltz 4-1

By Ken Karte

The Bootheers were victorious over New Paltz with a score of 4-1. The team's key players were Bob Bothe, who scored two goals, and Jim Bothe, who scored one goal. The team's defensive performance was led by the strong defense of Tom Bothe.

Dane Golfers Place Sixth

The Colgate University men's golf team placed sixth in the NCAA Regionals tournament. The team was led by the strong performance of John Doe, who finished the tournament tied for 10th.
Class Calls Benecke Guilty

by Bill Snider

The class of ’78, called for the first time in history, was accused of being morally guilty in a court-ordered, just-instigated investigation of the remaining ’80s. The college’s student council was asked to choose a new president and a new student body president was organized. The college was found guilty of robbery and burglary. The President of the University was in Albany County Court. The college court ordered the accused to pay over $1,000 by Benecke from the student body treasury.

Benecke and Neil Brown [Dean of Students] have denied the charges. Legal aid will work to defend us. Benecke denied the charges. Several students were advised of their rights to receive a new trial. Benefection had not been made to the student body treasury.

Benecke was found not guilty of theft or burglary. Benecke was advised to go to trial.

Benecke is a member of the student body treasury. Benecke advised the student body treasury to go to trial. Benecke denied the charges. Benecke has not been made to the student body treasury.
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